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A chemical indicator is a substance that undergoes a clear observable change when the conditions in the solution change. This can be a change in colour, precipitation, bubble formation, temperature change or other measurable quality. Another type of indicator that can be found in chemistry and other sciences is a
pointer or light on a device or instrument, which has pressure, volume, temperature, etc. The term indicator comes from the medieval Latin words indicare (to indicate) with the suffix -tor. A pH indicator changes color over a narrow range of pH values into solution. There are many different pH indicators, which display
different colors and work between certain pH limits. A classic example is litmus paper. Blue litmus paper turns red when exposed to acidic conditions, while red litmus paper turns blue under basic conditions. Fluorescein is a type of adsorption indicator. The dye is used to detect the completed reaction of the silver ion
with chloride. Once sufficient silver is added to precipitate chloride as silver chloride, excess silver is adsorbed on the surface. Fluorescein combines with adsorbated silver to produce a color change from green-yellow to red. Other types of fluorescent indicators are designed to bind to selected molecules. Fluorescence
signals the presence of the target species. A similar technique is used to label molecules with radioisotopes. An indicator can be used to identify the endpoint of a titration. This may involve the appearance or disappearance of a color. Indicators may indicate the presence or absence of a molecule of interest. For example,
lead tests, pregnancy tests and nitrate tests all use indicators. To be useful, chemical indicators must be both sensitive and easily detectable. However, it does not have to show any visible change. The type of indicator depends on how it is used. For example, a sample analyzed with spectroscopy can use an indicator
that would not be visible to the naked eye, while a test for calcium in an aquarium should produce a clear color change. Another important quality is that the indicator does not change the conditions of the sample. For example, Methyle yellow adds a yellow color to an alkaline solution, but if acid is added to the solution,
the color remains yellow until the pH is neutral. At this point, the color changes from yellow to red. At low levels, methyl meal itself does not alter the acidity of a sample. Typically, methyl yellow is used at extremely low concentrations, in the parts per million range. This small amount is sufficient to prevent a visible colour
change but not enough to modify the sample itself. But what if a huge amount of methyl yellow was added to a copy? Not only can a color change be invisible, but the addition of so much methyl yellow would change the chemical composition of the sample itself. In some small samples are separated from larger volumes
so that they can be tested using indicators that cause significant chemical changes. A universal indicator is a mix of pH indicator solutions designed to identify the pH of a solution across a wide range of values. There are several formulas for universal indicators, but most are based on a patented formula developed by
Yamada in 1933. A common mixture includes thymol blue, methyl red, bromothymol blue and phenolphthalein. Color change is used to identify pH values. The most common universal indicator colors are: Red 0 ≥ pH ≥ 3Ellow 3 ≥ pH ≥ 6Green pH = 7Blue 8 ≥ pH ≥ 11Purple 11 ≥ pH ≥ 14 However, the colors are specific
to the formulation. A commercial preparation comes with a color map that explains the expected colors and pH ranges. Although a universal indicator solution can be used to test each sample, it works best on a clear solution because it is easier to see and interpret the color change. The Dow is up and the NASDAQ is
down, but the S&amp;P is unchanged. These terms are being honed by everyone from television pundits to politicians to people on the streets. Many people assume that they are representative of the stock market as a whole, while others think they represent the state of the economy. Understanding what these terms
mean and what they refer to is essential for anyone interested in actively investing in stocks as it is for anyone making money in IRAs and 401 (k) s for retirement. Check out our 401(k) calculator. The Dow JonesThe full name of this most frequently mentioned index is the Dow Jones Industrial Average, or the DJIA in
short. The Dow Jones measures the performance of 30 major stocks, which are traded primarily on the New York Stock Exchange, along with a few of the Nasdaq.The companies that make up the DJIA come from different segments of the economy, from tech to retail to pharmaceuticals, and the list includes
recognizable names such as Microsoft, Disney and Walmart.The Dow Jones has the distinction of not only the most viewed and listed stock index , but also the oldest. It was founded in 1896 by Charles Dow as a way to get investors interested in buying shares. The DJIA, the most quoted financial indicator, uses a price-
weighted index to determine performance. Now find out: How much house can I afford? The value of the Dow is calculated by adding and dividing the prices of all the shares in the index by the total number of shares. Higher-price stocks gain more weight and have a bigger impact on the index than lower-price stocks.
NasdaqThe Nasdaq composite is a measure of the of all the stocks that trade on the Nasdaq stock exchange, which was founded, in 1971, as a way for investors to buy and sell the stocks of companies that come from the technology and biotech business sectors. There are currently about 3,100 stocks that are traded
on the stock exchange, and they range from Apple to U.S. whole foods. There are two indices that follow this exchange: the Nasdaq composite, which measures the performance of all stocks traded on the stock exchange, and the Nasdaq 100, which consists of the 100 largest non-financial companies on the stock
exchange. The Nasdaq composite is by far the most quoted of the two indices, and its value is determined using a capitalization-weighted index. Unlike the DJIA, which uses stock prices to weight the importance of stocks, the Nasdaq composite uses market capitalization to increase the importance of any weight. It is
calculated by adding up the market capitalization of all shares on the stock exchange and dividing by the number of companies. While the Dow is a reflection of investor confidence in equities, the Nasdaq is a reflection of how larger companies are performing. Related article: How does the stock market work? S&amp;P
500Net like the Dow Jones and the Nasdaq composite, the S&amp;P 500 is an index of stocks. The S&amp;P is considered by many investors to be the most accurate representation of how the overall stock market is performing, as it uses 500 stocks chosen based on size, industry and other factors to reflect a wide



range of industries. The shares are selected by a committee of analysts and economists from Standard and Poor's, a financial services publishing house. Photo credit: ©iStock.com/Pgiam Miguel is passionate about teaching, developer communities, and everything related to .Net.Compared with other languages, C# was
far behind in opportunities to handle data efficiently. Those days are now over. Microsoft has just improved c# syntax, making it easier for developers to manage data in arrays. Have you ever had to manipulate a large set of data into multiple arrays? Of course you do! And I don't think your experience was that good.
Compared to other languages, C# was far behind in ability to handle data efficiently. Those days are now over. Microsoft has just improved c# syntax, making it easier for developers to manage data in arrays. The new guysTwo new operators have been introduced in C#8.0 to give you all the power you need: The 'index
of the end' operator: ^, which indicates that an index is relative to the end of the series; andThe operator 'range': .., which indicates the beginning and end of a range. Important notesThe ^0 index is the same as the sequence[sequence. Length]. Be careful, sequence[^0] throws an IndexOutOfRangeException, just like
sequence[sequence. Length] does. For each number n, the index ^n is the same as order. Length - n.For assortments, the start of the range is inclusive, but the end of the range is exclusive. The range [0..0^] represents the entire sequence, as does [0..sequence. Length] or [..]. A range doesn't have to be for example, [..
3] -&gt; give me everything from the beginning of the array to index 3. [2..] -&gt; give me everything from index 2 to the end of the array. [..] -&gt; give me everythingAmagsConfused? I promise it'll all make more sense after this. Has. see a few examples.private string[] words = new string[] { // index from start index from
end The, // 0 ^9 quick, // 1 ^8 brown, // 2 ^7 fox, // 3 ^6 jump, // 4 ^5 over, // 5 ^4 de, // 6 ^3 lazy, // 7 ^2 dog // 8 ^1 }; As you see here the words[^0] are equal to words[9], which is outside rangeGive me some moreAlright, well. Here are more ways to use it.var allWords = words[..]; contains The through dog. var
firstPhrase = words[.. 4]; contains The through fox. var lastPhrase = words[6..]; contains the, lazy and dog. var lazyDog = words[^2..^0]; contains lazy and dog. Index and range are also. NET types, which means you create variables from these types, name them for code brightness, and use them over and over again.
Indexing the = ^3; words[the]; Range sentence = 1..4; words[sentence]; ConclusionThis is super powerful, I can't wait to use it in my projects. This will help as much with reducing noise when using index calculations as well as making the code more serviceable. Thank you Microsoft for this great addition to the language
❤️.References published on to get your daily round-up of top tech stories! Stories!
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